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Manulife Malaysia brings Santa to town once again
Kuala Lumpur – Manulife Malaysia spread the joys of giving this Christmas season by fulfilling the wishes
of the children of Stepping Stones Living Centre, Taman Seputeh. Manulife Dear Santa 3.0 is all about
granting Christmas wishes of underprivileged children, by rallying support from Manulife staff in the spirit of
giving and sharing.
Following the successes of this project since 2016, a microsite containing the wishes of the children was
once again created and got Manulife staff excitedly fulfilling the wishes in it.
Then on 15 December 2018, Manulife staff, dressed in Santa costumes and garbs, spread Christmas cheer
to the children of the home. A clown was brought along to do some magic tricks and Manulife staff
performed a special carolling session to the delight of the kids.
The spirit of giving continued with the Home receiving a brand new washing machine, wall and ceiling fans
as well as groceries from Manulife Malaysia.
Manulife Malaysia’s Chief Executive Officer, Sang Lee said, “There is no greater joy, or sense of fulfilment,
than in the act of giving and putting a smile on the faces of these children. At Manulife, we want to cultivate
a spirit of giving among our staff and the people around us. Manulife Dear Santa 3.0 is our way of granting
some of these wishes to the children who need it most.”

Manulife Malaysia Chief Executive Officer, Lee Sang Hui (right), handing over the mock cheque to Pastor
Johnson (left) of Stepping Stones Living Centre.

The children of Stepping Stones Living Centre surrounded by Manulife Staff.
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About Manulife Malaysia
Manulife Holdings Berhad is part of Canada-based Manulife Financial Corporation. Through its subsidiary
companies, Manulife Malaysia offers an innovative range of financial protection, health and wealth
management products and services to meet different customer needs. Manulife Malaysia currently serves
the needs of over 300,000 policyholders and wealth management customers. Manulife Holdings Berhad has
been listed on the Main Board of Bursa Malaysia since 1984. As at 30 September 2018, its assets under
management

were

over

RM10

billion.

Manulife

Malaysia

can

be

found

on

the

Internet

at

www.manulife.com.my.

About Manulife
Manulife Financial Corporation is a leading international financial services group that helps people make
their decisions easier and lives better. We operate primarily as John Hancock in the United States and
Manulife elsewhere. We provide financial advice, insurance, as well as wealth and asset management
solutions for individuals, groups and institutions. At the end of 2017, we had about 35,000 employees,
73,000 agents, and thousands of distribution partners, serving more than 26 million customers. As of
September 30, 2018, we had over $1.1 trillion (US$863 billion) in assets under management and
administration, and in the previous 12 months we made $27.6 billion in payments to our customers. Our
principal operations are in Asia, Canada and the United States where we have served customers for more
than 100 years. With our global headquarters in Toronto, Canada, we trade as 'MFC' on the Toronto, New
York, and the Philippine stock exchanges and under '945' in Hong Kong.
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